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Databases of transitional states obtained from direct numerical simulations of temporal, supercritical
mixing layers for two species systems, O2 – H2 and C7H16– N2 , are analyzed to elucidate
species-specific turbulence aspects and features of fluid disintegration. Although the evolution of all
layers is characterized by the formation of high-density-gradient magnitude ~HDGM! regions, due
to the specified, smaller initial density stratification, the C7H16– N2 layers display higher growth and
increased global molecular mixing as well as larger turbulence levels than comparable O2 – H2
layers. However, smaller density gradients and lower mass-fraction gradients at the transitional state
for the O2 – H2 system indicate that on a local basis, the layer exhibits an enhanced mixing, this
being attributed to the increased mixture solubility and to mixture near-ideality. These
thermodynamic features are found responsible for a larger irreversible entropy production
~dissipation! in the O2 – H2 compared to the C7H16– N2 layers. The largest O2 – H2 dissipation is
primarily concentrated in HDGM regions that are distortions of the initial density stratification
boundary, whereas the largest C7H16– N2 dissipation is located in HDGM regions resulting from the
mixing of the two fluids. To understand fluid disintegration, the area production of a fluid front
perpendicular to the mass fraction gradient is calculated in a coordinate system moving with the
relative velocity between the front and the flow. On a cross-stream local basis, the C7H16– N2 layers
produce more area, and area production increases with smaller perturbation wavelengths combined
with larger initial Reynolds numbers. The most active area-producing layer also exhibits the largest
probability of having perpendicular vorticity and mass-fraction-gradient vectors. Analysis of the
terms in the area production equation shows a large pressure-gradient-term root mean square
contribution for the C7H16– N2 layers, due to the coincidence of regions with large magnitudes of
pressure gradient with HDGM regions. Such coincidence is attributed to real-gas behavior, which is
species-system specific, as the alignment of the pressure gradient and density gradient is similar for
both species systems. The alignment of the mass fraction gradient with the strain rate is also
species-system dependent. Independent of species system and of the initial conditions, the vorticity
is preferentially aligned with the intermediate strain-rate eigendirection, indicating that
eddy-viscosity-type models are not adequate for turbulent supercritical mixing. © 2004 American
Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1688326#
I. INTRODUCTION
Supercritical fluids are of great interest in extraction pro-
cesses as well as in propulsion devices such as liquid rockets,
advanced gas-turbine and diesel engines. A substance is de-
fined to be in a supercritical state when at a thermodynamic
pressure ~p! or temperature ~T! exceeding the critical ~sub-
script c! value (pc or Tc),1 in which state only one phase can
exist;2 the detailed explanation for the choice of this defini-
tion was provided by Harstad and Bellan.3 Sometimes the
supercritical state is defined to be in the region where the
pressure and temperature are above their critical values;4
however, there are many subtleties to the definition of the
supercritical region. For a single species fluid, pc and Tc are
the maximum pressure and temperature at which two phases
~liquid and vapor! may exist,1,2 and therefore, the single
phase region is well delineated (pr[p/pc.1 or Tr[T/Tc
.1). The possible complications of retrograde condensation
near the critical point1,2 are not taken into account in this
characterization. However, a binary mixture may have one or
several critical loci, as shown by Prausnitz et al.1 who pre-
sented at least six types or classes of binary mixtures, with
five having multiple critical loci. To avoid the confusion that
may be introduced for such mixtures having several critical
loci, these types of mixtures are not considered; instead the
focus is on simple mixtures ~i.e., those having a single criti-
cal locus!. The supercritical region is here defined as that for
which only a single phase is possible and one in which the
transport properties are generally pressure as well as tem-
perature dependent. Since the criterion of pr.1 or Tr.1
represents the thermodynamic region for which only a single
phase is possible, it corresponds to our definition of the su-
percritical region. This definition is consistent with the utili-
zation in the present study of a Peng–Robinson-type real gas
equation of state.
In the practical situations of interest to the present study,
fluid enters a chamber that is pressurized above the critical
pressure of the injected fluid. The injected fluid then mixes in
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a highly turbulent manner with the chamber fluid and disin-
tegrates into smaller parcels which participate in subsequent
ignition and combustion. Clearly, fluid disintegration and tur-
bulent mixing play a crucial role in determining the size and
composition of the parcels of fluid, and consequently the
efficiency of combustion.
Past the critical point of the fluid ~where material liquid–
vapor surfaces no longer exist!, jet disintegration assumes
the aspect of what Chehroudi et al.5 call ‘‘fingers,’’ or
‘‘comb-like structures’’ at transcritical conditions, having an
increasingly gaseous appearance with increasing p; these ex-
periments were conducted with N2 – N2 , N2 – (CO1N2),
He–N2 and O2 – N2 . Similar experimental evidence was pro-
duced by Mayer et al.6,7 for O2 disintegration. Raman scat-
tering measurements of the radial density in free N2 jets at 4
MPa by Oschwald and Schik8 showed sharp profiles inde-
pendent of the injection temperature, indicating the occur-
rence of sharp density gradients. Regions of high density-
gradient-magnitude ~acronym HDGM! were also shown to
exist in direct numerical simulations ~DNS! of both
pre-transitional9 and transitional10,11 supercritical binary-
species mixing layers. These HDGM regions were found to
be the venues for high dissipation ~entropy production!,10,11
with most of the dissipation due to species-mass flux and
minimal dissipation from viscous effects. The occurrence of
the highest dissipation in the HDGM regions was attributed
to the sharp density stratification being very effective at
damping turbulent eddies,12,13 because it is qualitatively
similar to a rigid flat plate. However, there is still uncertainty
as to the fundamental connection between the HDGM re-
gions and area production during fluid disintegration.14 In
connection to fluid disintegration, area production is defined
as the increase in area of fluid fronts perpendicular to the
mass fraction gradient. Indeed, fluid disintegration is the for-
mation of topologically discontinuous regions of a pure fluid
of interest into another fluid, starting from a given topologi-
cally continuous volume of fluid of interest. This means that
essentially the fluid of interest changes from being simply
connected to being multiply connected. For a conserved fluid
mass, the change from a continuously connected to discon-
tinuous regions of fluid generally implies a change in the
area of the fluid of interest. Therefore, fluid fronts perpen-
dicular to the mass fraction gradient delineate the area cre-
ated.
Relevant to studying area production are the interactions
of the strain rate (Si j) and vorticity ~v! with scalar fields.
According to Ruetsch and Ferziger,15 these interactions can
be conceptualized as a stretch of a front of a generic scalar
field G due to strain, and as a folding and wrapping of this
stretched front due to the action of v. These processes must
coexist in order to affect the development of front area. Con-
ceptually, when v and „G are orthogonal, fronts become
wrapped around a vortex tube, whereas when v and „G are
parallel, transport of the scalar increases within the front.
Ruetsch and Ferziger15 postulate that the latter situation does
not lead to area production, whereas the former may lead to
area production either at the front or elsewhere in the flow. A
particular example of area production is flame
stretching,15–18 where the front is identified with the flame
surface. Ashurst et al.19 investigated the alignment of v and
passive scalar ~temperature! gradient with Si j under incom-
pressible fluid conditions for both isotropic turbulence and
shear flow. They found that the vorticity was most likely to
point in the intermediate principal strain direction, whereas
the scalar gradient was most likely to point in the most com-
pressive ~smallest! principal strain direction; the implication
of their results is that vorticity and scalar gradient are most
likely to be orthogonal. Ruetsch and Ferziger15 found this to
be the case for incompressible isotropic turbulence. Similar
numerical results were found by Kosovic´ et al.20 for com-
pressible turbulence. The experimental results of Tao
et al.21,22 confirmed these general findings. The alignment of
v and the strain rate eigenvectors was also studied by Di-
amessis and Nomura23 for stably stratified, incompressible
homogeneous turbulence and it was found that baroclinically
generated v acted to prevent the strain-rate axes rotation.
Given that the conclusions regarding scalar gradient align-
ment and area production were obtained from DNS of both
incompressible flows15,19 ~in which the scalar did not affect
the dynamic field! and atmospheric-pressure compressible
flows,20 it is pertinent to inquire whether they are valid at
high-pressure. Supercritical mixing layers ~in which the
HDGM influence the turbulence! offer such a situation.
In this paper, we undertake an analysis of supercritical
binary-species mixing layers, leading to insights into turbu-
lence and fluid-front area production under supercritical con-
ditions. The DNS database, described in detail elsewhere,9–11
consists of two very different binary species systems,
C7H16– N2 and O2 – H2 . The properties of these species are
listed in Table I. The C7H16– N2 represents the hydrocarbon–
air system found in gas-turbine and diesel engines, which is
currently too complex for detailed fundamental simulations,
while the O2 – H2 system is relevant to liquid rockets; a com-
parison of these two systems has already been performed in
the realm of drop behavior24 and for the similarity solution of
a temporal mixing layer,25 but was restricted to laminar
flows. The mixing layers have initially a strong density strati-
fication between the two free streams, each of which is com-
posed of a single species. The layers are initially perturbed to
enhance their growth and structure formation, leading to
their evolution to a transitional state. For each species sys-
tem, several simulations were performed with various initial
conditions.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we briefly
recall the DNS methodology, including conservation equa-
tions, equation of state, transport properties, initial and
boundary conditions and numerical scheme. We then discuss
the choice of initial conditions for meaningful comparisons
TABLE I. Pure species properties; vc is the molar volume at the critical
point.
Species m (g/mol) Tc (K) pc (MPa) vc (cm3/mol)
H2 2.016 33.0 1.284 64.3
N2 28.013 126.3 3.399 89.8
O2 31.999 154.6 5.043 73.4
C7H16 100.205 540.2 2.74 432.0
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between results obtained for the two species systems, given
their differing thermodynamics. Section III contains the re-
sults, encompassing the investigation of the global layer
characteristics, the scrutiny of the HDGM regions, the spe-
cifics of the irreversible entropy production and its relation-
ship to the HDGM regions, and the exploration of the
mechanisms leading to fluid-front area production for fronts
perpendicular to the mass fraction gradient. Finally, in Sec.
IV, the results are summarized and conclusions are presented.
II. DNS EQUATIONS AND METHODOLOGY
A detailed description of the DNS methodology has been
given by Miller et al.9 and Okong’o and Bellan10 for
C7H16– N2 layers and by Okong’o et al.11 for the O2 – H2
layers. Those descriptions are summarized here to emphasize
aspects of the formulation that are different from the typical
low-pressure situation. These flows are density stratified but
gravitational effects are neglected. The DNS governing equa-
tions consist of conservation equations, the equation of state
~EOS! and transport property relations, which are solved for
specific initial and boundary conditions using a suitably ac-
curate numerical scheme.
A. Conservation equations
The conservation equations originate in Keizer’s26
fluctuation-dissipation theory which is consistent with non-
equilibrium thermodynamics, converges to kinetic theory in
the low-pressure limit and relates fluxes and forces from first
principles. For a binary mixture, the conservation equations
are
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where x is a Cartesian coordinate, t is time, r is the density,
ui is the ith component of the velocity, et5e1uiui/2 is the
total energy ~i.e., internal energy, e, plus kinetic energy!, Y a
is the mass fraction of species a and ja is its mass flux vector
((a51N Y a51, (a51N jai50) for a mixture of N species. In the
binary (N52) mixing layer configuration, the lighter ~molar
weight! species ~subscript 1! is in the upper stream, and the
other species ~subscript 2! is in the lower stream. Further-
more, qIK is the Irwing–Kirkwood ~subscript IK! form of the
heat flux vector ~see Sarman and Evans!,27 and t i j is the
Newtonian viscous stress tensor
t i j52m~Si j2 13Skkd i j!, ~5!
where the strain rate is
Si j5
1
2 S ]ui]x j 1 ]u j]xi D , ~6!
d i j is the Kronecker delta function, and m is the mixture
viscosity that is in general a function of the thermodynamic
state variables. The mass flux and heat flux are given by
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The notation in Eqs. ~7!–~10! is as follows: D is the binary
diffusion coefficient; aD is the mass diffusion factor (aD
51 for an ideal mixture!; ma is the molar mass of species a;
m5(a51
N maXa is the mixture molar mass where the molar
fraction Xa5mY a /ma ; v ,a5(]v/]Xa)T ,p ,Xb(bÞa) is the
partial molar volume and h
,a5(]h/]Xa)T ,p ,Xb(bÞa) is the
partial molar enthalpy; v5(a51
N Xav ,a is the molar volume
related to the density by v5m/r; h5(a51
N Xah ,a is the mo-
lar enthalpy; Ru is the universal gas constant and k IK8 is a
thermal conductivity defined from the transport matrix
through
k IK8 5k1X1X2a IKaBKRurD/m , ~11!
with limp→0 k5kKT as discussed in Harstad and Bellan,28
where the subscript KT refers to Kinetic Theory. The trans-
port coefficients associated with the Soret ~in the molar
fluxes! and the Dufour ~in the heat flux! terms of the trans-
port matrix are aBK and a IK , which are two forms of the
thermal diffusion factor corresponding to the IK and the
Bearman–Kirkwood ~subscript BK! forms of the heat flux
~see Sarman and Evans!,27 respectively. These transport co-
efficients are characteristic of each particular species pairs
and they obey the relationship28
aBK5a IK2ah . ~12!
Additionally, limp→0 a IKÞaKT and limp→0 aBK5aKT .
B. Equation of state
The pressure is calculated from the well-known Peng–
Robinson ~PR! EOS, given T and the PR molar volume
(vPR), as
p5
RuT
~vPR2bm!
2
am
~vPR
2 12bmvPR2bm
2 !
, ~13!
where am and bm are functions of T and Xa . At high pres-
sures, vPR may differ significantly from the actual molar vol-
ume v ,1 which naturally introduces the volume shift vS[v
2vPR . Both vPR and vS can be calculated from the PR EOS
given p, T, and Xa ,29 although for the C7H16– N2 system vS
is negligible. All thermodynamic quantities, including aD , h,
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Cp5(]h/]T)p ,X and the speed of sound (as), are calculated
from the EOS using standard thermodynamic relations.9–11
The calculation of p and T from the known conservative
variables of Eqs. ~1!–~4! uses an iterative scheme11 for
O2 – H2 and an energy fit10 for C7H16– N2 .
C. Transport coefficients
The viscosity, the Schmidt number ~Sc! and the Prandtl
number ~Pr! were calculated from high-pressure single-
species transport properties using mixing rules, as in Harstad
and Bellan.30 The calculated values were correlated, as sum-
marized in Table II, and these correlations were then used to
compute the transport properties D and k. The temperatures
T1 ~upper, H2 or N2 , stream! and T2 ~lower, O2 or C7H16 ,
stream! in Table II correspond to the free-stream tempera-
tures for mixing layer simulations. The value of the reference
viscosity (mR) is determined by the specified value of the
initial Reynolds number Re0 @see Eq. ~16!#, chosen so as to
enable the resolution of all relevant length scales. One of the
forms of the thermal diffusion factor is specified and the
other form is calculated from Eq. ~12!.
D. Configuration, initial and boundary conditions
The temporally developing mixing layer configuration is
depicted in Fig. 1 for O2 – H2 , as an example, showing the
definition of the streamwise (x1), cross-stream (x2) and
spanwise (x3) coordinates. The layer is not symmetric in
extent in the x2 direction so as to accommodate the larger
layer growth in the lighter fluid (H2 or N2) side. The free-
stream density (r1 or r2) is calculated for each pure species
at its free-stream temperature (T1 or T2) and at the initial
uniform pressure (p0). The vorticity thickness is defined as
dv(t)5DU0 /(]^u1&/]x2)max where ^u1& is the (x1 ,x3) pla-
nar average of the streamwise velocity, and DU05U12U2
is the velocity difference across the layer. The simulation is
initiated with four spanwise vortices, which pair twice to
produce an ultimate vortex. The choice
U152M c ,0as1F 11S as1as2DAr1Z1r2Z2G
21
,
~14!
U252Ar1Z1r2Z2 U1 ,
was made with the intent of keeping the ultimate vortex sta-
tionary in the computational domain,9 although the relations
of Papamoschou and Roshko32
U152M c ,0as1F 11S as1as2DAr1r2G
21
, U252Ar1r2 U1 ,
~15!
were also used for some simulations reported here. Here
M c ,0 is the convective Mach number and Z5p/(rTRu /m) is
the compression factor indicating departures from perfect gas
(Z51) behavior. The specification of M c ,0 , therefore, deter-
mines DU0 . Given the initial streamwise velocity profile u1
based on U1 and U2 , (]^u1&/]x2)max and hence dv ,0
[dv(0) are calculated. The specified value of the initial
flow Reynolds number,
Re05
0.5~r11r2!DU0dv ,0
mR
, ~16!
is then used to calculate mR .
The simulations are started with error-function profiles
for the mean streamwise velocity, mass fraction and tempera-
ture, upon which are imposed spanwise and streamwise vor-
ticity perturbations33,34 of amplitudes F2D and F3D , respec-
tively, whose streamwise (l1) and spanwise (l3)
wavelengths are l15Cdv ,0 and l350.6l1 , where C57.29
is the most unstable wavelength for incompressible flow. For
some simulations reported here, other values of C obtained
from stability analyses25 were also used: C510.35 or 10.61
for the most unstable wavelength for the O2 – H2 layer ~de-
pending on the initial conditions! and C54.57 for the short-
TABLE II. Transport properties for binary mixtures. The reference temperature is TR5(T11T2)/2, T in Kelvin;
Y O is the O2 mass fraction, Y h is the C7H16 mass fraction.
System C7H16– N2 O2 – H2
m5mR(T/TR)n n50.7 n50.75
Sc[m/(raDD) 1.52Y h (1.33420.668Y O20.186Y O2 20.268Y O6 )@11(88.6/T)1.5#
Pr[mCp /(mk) 0.5Sc/exp(21.5Y h) 1.335/T0.1
a IK or aBK a IK50.1 ~Ref. 28! aBK50.2 ~Refs. 30 and 31!
T range 500–1100 K 200–800 K
p range 40–80 atm ;100 atm
FIG. 1. Sketch of the O2 – H2 mixing layer configuration.
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est ~estimated! unstable wavelength for the C7H16– N2 layer.
The grid is chosen for all simulations so as to accommodate
four wavelengths in the streamwise and spanwise directions,
and the evolution of the layer is meant to encompass roll-up
and two pairings of the initial spanwise vortices.
The boundary conditions are periodic in the streamwise
and spanwise directions, and of outflow type for real gas in
the cross-stream direction, as derived by Okong’o and
Bellan.35 The outflow type conditions are essential to main-
tain numerical stability since the initial perturbation causes
large pressure waves that must be allowed out of the domain
with minimal reflection.
E. Numerics
The conservation equations were numerically solved us-
ing a fourth-order explicit Runge–Kutta time integration and
a sixth-order compact scheme with eighth-order filter for
spatial derivatives;36 for numerical stability, filtering is ap-
plied at interior points only. The computations were parallel-
ized using three-dimensional domain decomposition and
message passing, and an efficient parallel tridiagonal
solver.37
F. Free-stream conditions
The intent is here to compare results from DNS for the
C7H16– N2 and O2 – H2 systems in order to elucidate species-
system-specific turbulence aspects. Meaningful comparisons
require that the initial conditions be matched in ways
to be determined. The thermodynamic initial conditions
(p0 ,T1 ,T2) are chosen for the C7H16– N2 system to be in the
regime of relevance to gas turbine and diesel engines ~60
atm, T151000 K, T25600 K), whereas those for the O2 – H2
system are selected as close to the liquid rocket conditions as
computationally feasible ~100 atm, T15600 K, T25400 K or
100 atm, T15287 K, T25235 K) because the quite different
thermodynamic properties of the two mixtures ~as encapsu-
lated by their respective equations of state! do not permit the
matching of the thermodynamic initial conditions ~see dis-
cussion in Ref. 11!. These three sets of free stream condi-
tions, listed in Table III, have quite similar momentum ratios
ur2U2u/ur1U1u, and the initial pressure is such that the re-
duced pressure (pr[p/pc) in the heavier fluids is similar.
However, pr is dissimilar for the lighter fluids. Attempting a
larger temperature difference between the two free streams
of the O2 – H2 layers, in order to match the reduced tempera-
ture (Tr[T/Tc) or the dimensionless temperature difference
(uT22T1u/T2) of the C7H16– N2 layers, leads to an exces-
sively large density stratification, as illustrated in Fig. 2~a!
which shows r2 /r1 over a range of T1 and T2 at p5100 and
400 atm.
The effect of the density stratification on the stability of
the layer has been investigated using two-dimensional
(x1 ,x2) inviscid stability analyses based on the error func-
tion mean profiles.25 The stability curves for the layers in
Table III, duplicated from Ref. 25, are plotted in Fig. 2~b!.
TABLE III. Mean flow properties for various mixing layers; M c ,050.4.
Stream
r2 /r1512.88 r2 /r1524.40 r2 /r1524.51
C7H16 N2 O2 H2 O2 H2
u1 (m/s) 285.947 209.856 2158.004 770.983 2114.926 568.972
as (m/s) 181.327 643.709 397.517 1915.376 295.985 1381.95
r ~kg/m3! 259.487 20.141 96.764 3.965 197.317 8.050
p0 (atm) 60 60 100 100 100 100
T (K) 600 1000 400 600 235 287
Y 2 1 0 1 0 1 0
Z 0.4706 1.017 1.008 1.033 0.841 1.063
pr5p/pc 2.22 1.81 2.01 7.89 2.01 7.89
DU05U12U2 295.80 928.99 683.90
ur2U2u/ur1U1u 5.276 5.001 4.951
FIG. 2. ~a! r2 /r1 vs T1 and T2 for O2 – H2 at different conditions; ~b! comparison of the stability curves for C7H16– N2 and O2 – H2 layers in Table III. @Note:
In ~b!, the O2 – H2 curves overlap.#
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The increased stability of the O2 – H2 layers is mainly due to
their higher density stratification.
III. RESULTS
Previously performed DNS for the free-stream condi-
tions displayed in Table III are studied here and their initial
conditions are listed in Table IV. Details of the computations,
including the adequacy of the resolution, are discussed in
Refs. 10 and 11. Due to the higher initial density stratifica-
tion for O2 – H2 (OH) layers compared to C7H16– N2 (HN),
an O2 – H2 layer with same dynamic initial conditions as
HN600, including Re05600, did not reach transition and
thus it is not possible to compare transitional results for the
two species systems when Re05600. Transition was deter-
mined by an ensemble of criteria, in that it was necessary to
obtain a peak of global-averaged positive spanwise vorticity
~used as a measure of the small-scale activity! after the sec-
ond pairing, in conjunction with smooth one-dimensional en-
ergy spectra indicating loss of memory of the initial condi-
tion and a peak in or continued increase of momentum
thickness.
Considering the dynamic and thermodynamic initial con-
ditions, several types of comparisons are meaningful, as fol-
lows: ~1! Layers OH750 and HN600 have the same dynamic
initial conditions l1 /dv ,0 and F3D , and achieve similar
momentum-thickness-based Reynolds number, Rem
5Re0 dm /dv,0 @see definition of dm in Eq. ~17!#, at transition,
Rem,tr . However, they represent different species systems and
have different initial conditions for r2 /r1 , T1 and T2 . ~2!
Layers HN500 and HN800 represent the same species sys-
tem, have the same initial r2 /r1 , F3D and achieve similar
Rem,tr . However, they are initially perturbed at different
l1 /dv ,0 . ~3! Layers OH500 and HN500 have the same Re0,
but they represent different species systems and have differ-
ent r2 /r1 , l1 /dv ,0 , F3D , T1 and T2 . ~4! Layers OH500
and OH550 represent the same species system, have similar
r2 /r1 , F3D and Re0, and are both excited at the most un-
stable wavelength obtained from the compressible stability
analysis; however, they have different T1 and T2 . Each of
these four comparisons should elucidate the effect of some
initial conditions and concerted consideration of all these
results should indicate which of these parameters most influ-
ence turbulence and area production. Since OH and HN fol-
low different real gas EOS, the distinction between the ef-
fects of density, composition and temperature variations
cannot made as it could be if both mixtures were perfect
gases; for example, a single species real gas at constant pres-
sure does not obey the perfect gas relation r2 /r15T1 /T2 .
We note here that for a mixture, Tc and pc depend on
composition and are different from the pure species values.
For the OH and HN mixtures, whereas the local Tc is be-
tween the pure species values, the local pc may exceed the
individual species pc ~e.g., for HN, see Ref. 10, Tc ,max
5540 K and pc ,max.8000 atm). Although all layers are at
supercritical temperature, it is found10 that whereas the free
streams are at supercritical pressure, the mixing layer is at
subcritical pressure; therefore, by the definition stated in the
Introduction, all layers are supercritical at every point in
space and time, regardless of the instantaneous composition.
The O2 – H2 layers are close to perfect gases and ideal
mixtures,11 while the C7H16– N2 layers have significant real
gas and mixture non-ideality effects10 ~see also Z in Table
III!; both mixtures were consistently modeled in that the
mixture-specific EOS, Sc, Pr, mixture nonideality and Soret
and Dufour effects ~thermal diffusion! were retained for ther-
modynamic consistency in real gas behavior. Analysis of the
simplified governing equations, which yielded similarity
solutions,25 revealed profound differences between the mean
flow profiles of perfect gases compared to those of real
gases, therefore, it is to be expected that the turbulence char-
acteristics will also be dissimilar.
A. Global growth and rotational characteristics
A fundamental characteristic of mixing layers is their
growth. Although many definitions of growth exist, Cortesi
et al.38 showed that several such measures, including the mo-
mentum thickness, are qualitatively similar. Here, we define
the momentum thickness as
dm5
1
~u12u2!
2 EL2,min
L2,max
~u22^ru1&!~u12^ru1&!dx2 ,
~17!
with u15^ru1&x25L2,max and u25^ru1&x25L2,min, where
L2,min52L2/3 and L2,max52L2/3 and L2 is the cross-stream
extent of the computational domain. While the growth is
mostly a consequence of entrainment, the product thickness
defined as dp5***VrY pdV in mass units, where Y p
52 min(Y1 ,Y2), is a direct consequence of molecular mixing
as also explained by Cortesi et al.38 dm /dv ,0 is illustrated as
a function of the nondimensional time t*5tDU0 /dv ,0 in
Fig. 3~a! for all simulations. All layers roll up and pair twice,
TABLE IV. Listing of the simulations and associated resolution for O2 – H2 (OH) and C7H16– N2 (HN) mixing layers. Li is the size of the domain in the xi
direction, in meters. For all layers, L154l1 , dv ,056.85931023 m and F2D50.1. The other initial conditions are listed in Table III under the value of r2 /r1 .
The subscript tr denotes the transitional time. The CPU time is based on an SGI Origin2000 300 MHz R12000 processor.
Run Re0 r2 /r1 l1 /dv ,0 F3D L13L23L3 N13N23N3 Rem,tr t tr* CPU~h!
OH500 500 24.51 10.61 0.025 0.29130.29130.1746 35233523208 1772 290 14557
OH550 550 24.40 10.35 0.025 0.28430.28430.17 35233523208 1907 270 14497
OH750 750 24.40 7.29 0.05 0.230.230.12 35233523208 1507 150 10349
HN500 500 12.88 7.29 0.05 0.230.23230.12 24032883144 1250 155 1714
HN600 600 12.88 7.29 0.05 0.230.23230.12 28833363176 1452 135 5156
HN800 800 12.88 4.57 0.05 0.12530.14830.075 24032723144 1258 100 1916
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however, the C7H16– N2 layers display a drastic increase in
dm /dv ,0 after the first pairing, whereas their O2 – H2 counter-
part tend to grow more slowly. The drastic growth of the
C7H16– N2 layers compared to the O2 – H2 ones is attributed
to the smaller initial density stratification of the former. This
is also the reason that the C7H16– N2 layers exhibit a plateau
after the second pairing, this being a manifestation of forc-
ing; no such effect is discernible for the more highly-density-
stratified O2 – H2 layers, which are more resistant to entrain-
ment and seem to grow more linearly. Not surprisingly,
dp /dp ,0 , depicted in Fig. 3~b! displays a much larger growth
for C7H16– N2 than for O2 – H2 as a function of t*, meaning
that global molecular mixing is much more intense.
Illustrated in Fig. 3~c! is the nondimensional positive
spanwise vorticity, ^^ v3
1&&(dv ,0 /DU0), which is indicative of
small turbulent scale formation considering that due to the
initial mean velocity profile, the initial spanwise vorticity is
negative. The nondimensional enstrophy, ^^ v iv i&&(dv ,0 /
DU0)2, where ^^ && denotes volume averaging, is shown in
Fig. 3~d! and is a manifestation of stretching and tilting,
which is the mechanism primarily responsible for the forma-
tion of small scales. For all simulations, ^^ v3
1&&(dv ,0 /DU0)
increases from the null value once the layer roll-up is com-
pleted; for each of the set of species, the layer perturbed at
the shortest wavelength exhibits the earliest roll-up and high-
est ^^ v3
1&&(dv ,0 /DU0) maximum growth. Noticeably, the two
O2 – H2 layers perturbed at the most unstable wavelength and
having a smaller Re0 display a delayed roll-up with respect
to all other layers. Comparing the O2 – H2 and C7H16– N2
layers, one observes a drastically reduced ^^ v3
1&&(dv ,0 /DU0)
augmentation rate for the former compared to the latter ~with
particular significance for the OH500 and HN500 layers,
which have the same Re0) indicating a reduced layer growth
rate. All curves exhibit local peaks at the first pairing; how-
ever, ^^ v3
1&&(dv ,0 /DU0) increases following the first pairing
of the C7H16– N2 layers but decreases for the O2 – H2 layers.
Moreover, ^^ v3
1&&(dv ,0 /DU0) is considerably smaller for the
O2 – H2 layer compared to the equivalent C7H16– N2 ones,
indicating that turbulence for the former is substantially re-
duced with respect to the latter. The enstrophy variation is
consistent with this physical picture, displaying reduced lev-
els for the O2 – H2 layers when compared to the C7H16– N2
ones. The largest enstrophy among O2 – H2 layers corre-
sponds to the one exhibiting the earliest roll-up and maxi-
mum positive spanwise vorticity.
Details of the turbulence and mixing characteristics at
the layer transitional states will be characterized through
flow visualizations as well as investigations of the irrevers-
ible entropy production and of the area production.
B. Flow visualizations at transition
The dynamical characteristics of the layers are further
analyzed through the spanwise vorticity, shown in Fig. 4 for
the layers listed in Table IV, in the braid planes at the re-
spective transitional times. All contour plots depict only the
significant portion of the computational domain in the x2
direction. The creation of positive spanwise vorticity, plotted
in solid lines, implies small scale production. Important
qualitative differences among the layers are apparent. In ad-
dition to the vorticity magnitude being lower for O2 – H2 lay-
ers, as previously seen from the global measures, the char-
FIG. 3. Nondimensionalized ~a! momentum thickness, ~b! product thickness, ~c! global positive spanwise vorticity, and ~d! enstrophy, all vs t*
5t/(DU0 /dv ,0).
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acteristic scales over which changes in the vorticity occur are
evidently larger for the O2 – H2 layers compared to their
C7H16– N2 counterpart. These larger length scales are attrib-
uted to the differences in species-system thermodynamics, as
discussed below. The HN800 layer @Fig. 4~f!# displays a
qualitatively smooth aspect in that the ultimate vortex is not
much distorted, whereas both the HN500 and HN600 layers
@Figs. 4~b! and 4~d!# show a highly distorted ultimate vortex.
Detailed analysis of the v3 budget for HN500 and HN600
carried out elsewhere10 revealed that the stretching term
dominated vorticity production as a result of small scale for-
mation proceeding concomitant with entrainment. A detailed
examination of contour plots at different time stations reveals
that for HN800, the evolution of the small scales is delayed
with respect to entrainment, thus leading to its smooth aspect
despite the attainment of transition. The OH layers, in which
small scale production is also delayed with respect to en-
trainment, display a rather smooth aspect that is more similar
to HN800 than to the other HN layers. The different charac-
teristics of the OH and HN layers are further examined be-
low and shown to originate in the different thermodynamic
properties of the mixtures.
As previously mentioned, HDGM regions are a distinc-
tive feature of supercritical mixing layers and supercritical
jets.5,8 Movie animations of the u„ru timewise evolution
show that the origin of these regions is not only from the
distortion of the initial boundary between the two species,
but also from their mixing; this conclusion holds indepen-
dent of the binary system of species. Also independent of the
species system is the observation that the upper stream
HDGM regions mostly originate from the mixing of the spe-
cies, whereas the lower stream HDGM regions mostly stem
from the distortion of the initial boundary between the two
species. Depicted in Fig. 5 is u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 in the same
planes and at the same times as those in Fig. 4; the
u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 contour levels range from 10% to 90% of the
highest value in the domain. Species-system-dependent as-
pects can be discerned by comparing HN600 @Fig. 5~d!# and
FIG. 4. Spanwise vorticity for ~a! OH500, ~b! HN500, ~c! OH550, ~d! HN600, ~e! OH750, and ~f! HN800: In the braid plane (x35L3/16). Dashed lines
denote negative values.
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OH750 @Fig. 5~e!#, which have a similar magnitude of Rem,tr
and are excited with the same l1 /dv ,0 and F3D ~see Table
IV!. Although the OH750 layer is initiated with about the
same u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 value ~albeit with about twice the den-
sity stratification! of HN600, u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 at transition is
about a factor of 2 smaller than that of HN600. The larger
u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 value for the HN600 layer is due to the in-
creased nonideality of the C7H16– N2 mixture ~i.e., 0.5,aD
,1),10 which impedes molecular mixing when compared to
the O2 – H2 mixture ~i.e., aD;1).11 Independent of the initial
conditions, individual HDGM regions in the O2 – H2 layers
exhibit a greater spatial extent than their C7H16– N2 counter-
part, which results from the combined effect of the much
larger solubility of H2 into O2 than of N2 into C7H16 and of
the much better molecular mixing of O2 – H2 . Thus, nonide-
ality manifests itself both through increased value of
u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 ~labeled ‘‘stronger’’ HDGM regions! and
through narrower individual HDGM regions. Comparing the
other layers in Fig. 5, it is apparent that u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 in-
creases with Re0 at otherwise similar initial conditions
~HN500 versus HN600; OH500 versus OH550!. For same
C7H16– N2 initial conditions ~HN500 versus HN600!, the
HDGM regions are distributed over a larger portion of the
domain with increasing Re0. The much larger u„rudv ,0 /Dr0
values of the HN800 layer are attributed to the decreased
characteristic time of the flow, induced by the larger Re0,
which leads to a reduced ratio of the distortion time to the
molecular mixing time. The more convoluted structure of the
HN500 layer compared to the HN800 layer, despite being the
same species at similar Rem,tr , results from the relative ease
in distorting the weaker HDGM regions in the former simu-
lation. This explanation is consistent with the experimental
observations of Hannoun et al.12 who showed that strong
HDGM regions tend to act akin to a solid wall, damping
turbulence and are, therefore, not easily distorted.
Species-dependent mixing attributes are also evident
from contour plots of Y 2 presented in Fig. 6 and of uzu, where
z[„Y 2 , presented in Fig. 7, in the same planes and at the
same times as those in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 6 shows that for
all mixing layers, the mixing region coincides with the ulti-
FIG. 5. Density gradient magnitude for ~a! OH500, ~b! HN500, ~c! OH550, ~d! HN600, ~e! OH750, and ~f! HN800: In the braid plane (x35L3/16).
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mate vortex. As discussed elsewhere,10 the HN layers display
substantial inhomogeneity due to the mixture nonideality and
real gas behavior, with Z varying from 0.5 to 1 and aD rang-
ing from 0.55 to 1 for all HN layers; in contrast, the OH
layers exhibit less inhomogeneity due to the high solubility
of O2 and H2 and are close to perfect gases, ideal mixtures
with both Z and aD being close to unity.11 Consistent with
the discussion of the HDGM regions, the HN layers have
about a factor of 2 larger uzu than their OH counterpart and
the OH layers also have more localized high uzu regions,
mostly confined to the lighter fluid side. The wider distribu-
tion of high uzu regions in the HN layers indicates more ef-
fective global mixing, as fluid regions with different compo-
sition are being brought into proximity; this information is
consistent with the evolution of dp /dp ,0 illustrated in Fig.
3~b!. On the other hand, the larger uzu indicates less effective
local mixing ~through diffusion!, due to the stronger mixture
nonideality. Basically, the C7H16– N2 system being far from
mixture ideality and comparatively much less soluble, tends
to maintain strong gradients in the mixing region; this result
was also found for C7H16 drops in N2 .3 In contrast, the in-
herent mixing ability of the O2 – H2 system ~both solubility
and mixture ideality! smears the mass fraction gradients.30
These different mixing characteristics of the O2 – H2 and
C7H16– N2 systems have a significant impact on the flow
through their effect on the dissipation.
C. Irreversible entropy production dissipation
Okong’o and Bellan39 have shown that if g denotes the
rate of irreversible entropy production for a single-phase
binary-species flow devoid of sources or sinks, then
g5gvisc1g temp1gmass , ~18!
where
gvisc5
m
T 2S Si j2 13 Skkd i j D
2
, g temp5
k
T2
]T
]xi
]T
]xi
,
gmass5
1
Y 1Y 2rD
Rum
m1m2
j2i j2i . ~19!
FIG. 6. Mass fraction for ~a! OH500, ~b! HN500, ~c! OH550, ~d! HN600, ~e! OH750, and ~f! HN800: In the braid plane (x35L3/16).
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Illustrated in Fig. 8 is g for the layers listed in Table IV,
in the braid planes at the respective transitional times. All
layers display localized regions of high dissipation. Compar-
ing HN600 @Fig. 8~d!# and OH750 @Fig. 8~e!#, which have a
similar magnitude of Rem,tr and are excited with the same
l1 /dv ,0 and F3D ~see Table IV!, the magnitude of g is larger
for the OH750 simulation. The regions of dissipation are also
much more wide spread over the domain for the OH750 than
for the HN600 layer. This larger activity in the dissipation for
the OH750 layer is evidently responsible for its lower turbu-
lence levels. Examination of the g plots for all layers shows
that at same initial conditions, g augments with increasing
Re0 ~HN500 versus HN600! or with combined decreasing
l1 /dv ,0 and increasing Re0 ~HN500 vs HN800, OH550 vs
OH750!.
As previously discussed,10,11 independent of the species
system, the regions of highest g magnitude are located within
the HDGM regions; this can be clearly seen by comparing
Figs. 5 and 8. However, whereas the highest g magnitude
regions are observed in the lower stream for the OH layers,
the HN layers exhibit the highest g magnitude regions in the
upper stream. Comparison of Figs. 7 and 8 also reveals a
strong visual correlation between high g and high uzu in that
the upper stream high g regions correspond to high uzu, and
this feature is independent of the species system. However,
subtle differences between the two species systems exist: For
HN layers the lower stream high g regions comprise only a
small portion of the high uzu regions, just as they do for the
HDGM, whereas for the OH layers the lower stream g re-
gions do not correlate with high uzu regions.
Therefore, the emerging picture, from Figs. 4–8 together
with movies of the u„ru evolution, is of different dissipation
mechanisms for OH than HN layers. For the HN layers, the
largest dissipation occurs in the upper stream which has
lighter fluid; these locations are within HDGM regions origi-
nating from fluid mixing rather than the original density
stratification and therefore have high uzu but relatively low
u„ru; therefore, this mechanism can be partially attributed to
the mixture nonideality, which is a thermodynamic effect.
Although this mechanism is also active in the OH layers, it is
FIG. 7. Mass fraction gradient magnitude for ~a! OH500, ~b! HN500, ~c! OH550, ~d! HN600, ~e! OH750, and ~f! HN800: In the braid plane (x35L3/16).
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no longer the dominant one. Because the O2 – H2 mixture is
very nearly ideal, the major contribution to the dissipation is
there from the lower layer regions located in the heavier fluid
which originate from the distortion of the initial density
stratification boundary and have high u„ru but low uzu; there-
fore, this mechanism is dynamic in origin.
The correlation between HDGM, high uzu and high g
regions is further studied by calculating the terms in Eqs.
~18! and ~19!. The contributions to g for all layers are dis-
played in Fig. 9 in terms of homogeneous (x1 ,x3)-plane av-
erages. For all layers, contributions from gmass dominate
those from gvisc and g temp , although the viscous dissipation
plays a much smaller role for C7H16– N2 than for O2 – H2
@Fig. 9~a!#. The dominance of gmass over the other contribu-
tions means that it controls the behavior of g; then z and g
will be directly related since, gmass}j2"j2 @Eq. ~19!#, and j2
}z @Eqs. ~7! and ~9!#. For OH layers, the „p and „T con-
tributions to j2 are negligible; the same is true for HN layers,
except near the N2 stream, where the „T contribution rivals
the „Y 2 contribution. Furthermore, the relation between z
and g will be modulated by the other factors multiplying the
z term in j2 , namely r and aD . Examining the gmass average
plots @Fig. 9~c!# leads to similar conclusions as previously
reached based on the g contour plots ~Fig. 8!: The largest
peaks in gmass are located for the OH layers on the O2 side of
the layer, corresponding to the HDGM regions, and with
comparable peaks on the H2 side, corresponding to large
gradients in the mass fractions. For the HN layers, the largest
peaks occur on the N2 side, where the mass fraction gradi-
ents are large.
The impact of z on the layer characteristics through the
dissipation motivates a more detailed examination of the pro-
cesses leading to creation and/or distortion of mass fraction
fronts.
D. Area production
For a fluid front oriented perpendicular to z and in a
coordinate system moving with the relative velocity between
the front and the flow, the stretch of the front is18
FIG. 8. Dissipation ~in J/m3K! for ~a! OH500, ~b! HN500, ~c! OH550, ~d! HN600, ~e! OH750, and ~f! HN800: In the braid plane (x35L3/16).
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1
A
dA
dt 52
~z iz jSi j!
~zkzk!
1Skk , ~20!
where A is the area of the front and the normal to the front is
ni52z i /Azkzk. The term (z iz jSi j)/(zkzk)5zTSz/uzu2 rep-
resents the normal strain in the z-direction, in which
(2z iz jSi j) contains the interaction of S and z, while Skk
represents compressibility effects; thus both strain and diffu-
sion processes ~through z! affect area changes. We first ex-
amine the local activity of (1/A)(dA/dt), evaluated from Eq.
~20!, by means of contour plots, and its homogeneous-plane
average activity, after which we derive evolution equations
for the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ~20! and assess
their budgets.
1. Local and average activity in area production
Depicted in Fig. 10 are the transitional-state braid-plane
contours of (1/A)(dA/dt), as well as other terms appearing
in Eq. ~20!, for the HN800 layer ~corresponding plots for the
other layers, not shown, yield similar conclusions!. At the
transitional states, much of the area-production activity is
spatially concentrated at the edge of the coherent vortices,
with substantial contribution from the interior of the mixing
layer; thus, both large and small scales contribute to (1/A)
3(dA/dt), which exhibits both positive and negative local
regions. The (1/A)(dA/dt) range for the OH layers is less
than one-half that of the HN layers ~not shown!. Figure 10
shows that (1/A)(dA/dt) correlates visually with zTSz/uzu2
and furthermore that they are close in magnitude; the corre-
lation between (1/A)(dA/dt) and Sii is moderate. Since the
range of Sii values is only a factor of two smaller than that of
(2zTSz)/uzu2, compressibility effects are seen to be locally
important. Noteworthy, (2zTSz) and uzu2 are very concen-
trated in ‘‘wisps’’ located within the HDGM regions; how-
ever, not all HDGM regions exhibit high (2z iz jSi j) activity.
Although, Si jSi j shows only moderate visual correlation with
(1/A)(dA/dt), the most active (2z iz jSi j) regions occur
where high Si jSi j and high uzu2 regions overlap, which leads
to the correspondence between high uzu regions (uzudv ,0.1
in Fig. 7! and high (2z iz jSi j) regions; this correspondence
is though limited to the preponderant high magnitude posi-
tive (2z iz jSi j) locations where there is gradient amplifica-
tion by compressive straining.
The (1/A)(dA/dt) evolution is presented in Fig. 11, in
terms of homogenous-plane averages, at three physically
meaningful times, the first and second pairing times, as well
as the transition time. For the OH layers, (1/A)(dA/dt) is
overwhelmingly positive on average at the times analyzed.
For these layers, at early times, there is a peak in (1/A)
3(dA/dt) in the upper stream; this peak moves further into
the upper stream while decreasing slightly in magnitude at
later times. In contrast, for HN layers, at the first pairing time
there is a peak of negative average (1/A)(dA/dt) in the
lower stream; then at later times, the (1/A)(dA/dt) average
is positive as was observed for OH layers. For the HN layers,
the peak average (1/A)(dA/dt) retains its magnitude at the
second pairing and transition times, and moves only slightly
further towards the upper stream. For all layers at the times
in Fig. 11, on average, the dominant contribution to (1/A)
3(dA/dt) is from the (2z iz jSi j)/(zkzk) term, and
(2z iz jSi j) is positive on average. Therefore, the sign of the
average (1/A)(dA/dt), which may be negative, is due to the
FIG. 9. Contributions to the dissipation ~in J/m3K! for all layers in Table IV: ~a! Viscous, ~b! temperature, ~c! mass flux, and ~d! total; averages in
homogeneous planes.
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biasing of (2z iz jSi j) introduced when it is divided by
(zkzk). The division by (zkzk) tends to reduce the magnitude
of highly positive (2z iz jSi j) while increasing the magnitude
of slightly negative (2z iz jSi j) ~see Fig. 10!, leading to pos-
sibly negative average (1/A)(dA/dt) depending on the spe-
cific values of (2z iz jSi j) and (zkzk).
To compare area creation among layers, depicted in Fig.
12 are the homogeneous-plane averages and RMS of (1/A)
3(dA/dt) for all layers at transition. The (1/A)(dA/dt) av-
erage is overwhelmingly positive, with most area creation
occurring inside the layers and on the lighter fluid side. Both
the average and the RMS of C7H16– N2 layers is about a
factor of two larger than that of their O2 – H2 counterpart,
indicating that fluid disintegration is more effective and that
fluctuations in the domain are much larger for the C7H16– N2
layers. This finding regarding the magnitude of (1/A)
3(dA/dt) averages for the two layer types is attributed to
the smaller initial density stratification, u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 , and
the larger (1/A)(dA/dt) RMS is conjectured to result from
the complex interaction between the strength of the HDGM
regions as measured by the value of u„rudv ,0 /Dr0 and the
extent of their distribution in the domain. Essentially, in the
O2 – H2 layers there is globally less area production, but the
area is created in a more spatially homogeneous manner than
in their C7H16– N2 counterpart. Also, area production seems
uncorrelated with the magnitude of Rem ~see Table IV!.
Noteworthy, layers perturbed with a smaller l1 /dv ,0 and
having a larger Re0 create more area on a cross-stream local
basis, independent of the species system; this finding repre-
sents a first step towards area production control in turbulent
supercritical fluids.
2. Evolution equations for terms determining area
production
To further examine the area production, evolution equa-
tions are derived and further analyzed for each of the (1/A)
3(dA/dt) terms. These equations
FIG. 10. (1/A)(dA/dt) terms for the HN800 layer transitional state, ~a! (1/A)(dA/dt)(dv ,0 /DU0), ~b! (zkzk)(dv ,02 ), ~c! Si jSi j(dv ,0 /DU0)2, ~d!
2z iz jSi j(dv ,03 /DU0), ~e! Sii(dv ,0 /DU0) ~f! 2z iz jSi j /(zkzk)(dv ,0 /DU0): In the braid plane (x35L3/16). Dashed lines denote negative values.
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where D is the deformation tensor (Di j5]ui /]x j), show
that there are several source terms and fluxes that influence
area production. A detailed discussion of the analysis of
these equations using the DNS database is presented after
some general considerations affecting Eqs. ~21!–~23!.
In Eq. ~21!, the first term describes self-interaction of
strain, the second term contains the local vorticity effect, the
third term represents the coupling of pressure and density
variations, while the last term is the viscous diffusion. The
quadratic form of the source terms in Eq. ~21! is very sug-
gestive: Vorticity enhances dilatation through rotational ef-
fects whereas strain decreases dilatation through stretching
or compression; these observations are valid for a general
flow.
In Eq. ~22!, (2z iz jSi j) @which appears in Eq. ~20!# is
the source term of (zkzk); zkSki represents Y 2-gradient com-
pression or stretching by strain. Recalling that Y 2 is not a
passive scalar and that Y 2 is related to p by the EOS, z will
affect the strain rate through „p which appears in Eq. ~21!.
On the right-hand side of Eq. ~23!, the first term repre-
sents the deformation ~or convection! of z, the second term
its compression or stretching by strain, and the third term is
its rotation. The fourth term in Eq. ~23! reflects the coupling
between the spatial variations in the pressure, density and
mass fraction, the fifth term is due to species mass diffusion
and the last term represents viscous effects. The form of Eq.
~23! is very evocative: For any flow, deformation and strain
always increase (2z iz jSi j) whereas the lack of alignment of
z and v always decreases (2z iz jSi j). The effect of defor-
mation and strain in increasing (2z iz jSi j) can be understood
by realizing that if z is amplified by deformation or compres-
sive straining, the increase in z will result in the increase of
uDTzu2 or uSzu2 whereas if z is reduced by stretching, D or S
is increased, which in turn increases uDTzu2 or uSzu2. For
given magnitudes of z and v, the largest value of uv3zu2,
that is the largest reduction in (2z iz jSi j), is obtained when
z’v which means that the front is parallel to v, enabling a
very efficient stirring of the fluid. Noteworthy, because Eq.
~22! shows that any effect increasing ~decreasing!
(2z iz jSi j) also increases ~decreases! zkzk , and since ac-
cording to Eq. ~20! it is the ratio (2z iz jSi j)/(zkzk) that af-
fects (1/A)(dA/dt), no ultimate conclusion can be made re-
garding the influence of these effects on (1/A)(dA/dt).
Further insight into the phenomena governing the source
terms of Eq. ~23! can be obtained by rewriting
uDTzu212uSzu22 12uv3zu2
53uSzu22 14uv3zu22~Sz!~v3z!, ~24!
because additional to the quadratic strain and rotational ef-
fects appearing in the right hand side of Eq. ~24!, the last
term highlights the important effect of lack of isotropy of S.
Indeed, because ~Sz!~v3z!5v@z3~Sz!#5@~Sz!3v#z, it is
clear that if S is isotropic, or if v is parallel to either z or
~Sz!, or more generally to z3~Sz!, this term would be null.
Thus, for any flow, vorticity increases Sii but decreases
(2z iz jSi j), while strain has the opposite effect. In turn,
(2z iz jSi j) affects zkzk ; although the sign of (2z iz jSi j)
cannot be determined in advance, if positive ~negative! it
increases ~decreases! zkzk . Equations ~21!–~23! do not re-
veal any information regarding the sign of (2z iz jSi j) nor of
the flux terms, which can only be ascertained when consid-
ering specific flows.
3. Analysis of budgets of Sii , z iz i and Àz iz jSij at
the transitional states
As a means of gaining insight into the specific physical
mechanisms affecting area production in the present flows,
we analyzed the budgets of the terms appearing in (1/A)
3(dA/dt), so as to understand the observed differences be-
tween OH and HN layers at the transitional states ~Fig. 12!.
Due to the use of a finite difference scheme in obtaining the
DNS database, only a finite number of derivatives can be
accurately computed on the grid. Higher order derivatives
are less accurate, as they require repeated application of the
first-derivative operator, and thereby have wider stencils.
This problem is exacerbated for the present flow fields, par-
ticularly for HN layers, due to the narrowness of the regions
of high u„ru, uzu and Si jSi j . The problem was most noticeable
on HN layers for terms involving („j2)/uzu2 ~in the (1/A)
3(dA/dt) evolution equation! and „p„r , and on all layers
for terms involving „r(„j2); such terms appear in the de-
composition of the pressure-related fluxes in Eqs. ~21! and
~23!:
]
]xi
S 1r ]p]xiD5 1r ]
2p
]xi]xi
1
]
]xi
S 1r D ]p]xi , ~25!
z iz j
]
]x j
S 1r ]p]xiD5 1r z iz j ]
2p
]xi]x j
1z iz j
]
]x j
S 1r D ]p]xi . ~26!
For each of Eqs. ~25! and ~26!, the first term in the right hand
side involves ]2p/]xi]x j , the Hessian of p. In the constant
density flows of She et al.,40 Ohkitani and Kishiba41 and No-
mura and Post,42 the second term of Eq. ~25! was null and
the pressure Hessian could be considered as a nonlocal effect
since in those flows it can only be expressed as an integral by
solving a Poisson equation over the entire domain ~see Oh-
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kitani and Kishiba41!; the pressure is then a dynamic quantity
that can be computed using only the velocity field. In con-
trast, for the present compressible flows, the pressure is a
thermodynamic quantity computed from r, e, and Y 2 using
the EOS and therefore the pressure Hessian does not have the
same significance, representing now a local effect. Compu-
tations of the two terms on the right-hand sides of Eqs. ~25!
and ~26!, accurate only for OH layers, revealed that the first
term dominates the second, although not as strongly in Eq.
~26! as in Eq. ~25!, representing a modulating effect of z.
These conclusions are not necessarily valid for HN layers,
particularly in the HDGM regions. Due to the aforemen-
tioned numerical difficulties, we here restrict our analysis to
Eqs. ~21!–~23!, for which we can reliably compare HN and
OH layers. Although the value of the terms in Eqs. ~21!–~23!
is different at each of the times analyzed, their ordering is
similar to that obtained at the transitional state.
a. Budget of Sii . Figure 13 illustrates the homogeneous
plane averages and RMS for the OH750 and HN600 layers,
chosen for comparison because of similar Rem ; the discus-
sion below is based on the examination of the equivalent
plots for all layers. The flux terms in Eq. ~21! are on average
negligible for all layers with respect to the source terms.
Since viscosity is associated with dissipation, but not directly
with the structure of the flow, viscous effects are not ex-
pected to influence compressibility, as borne out by Fig. 13.
FIG. 11. (1/A)(dA/dt) at various times for ~a! OH500, ~b! HN500, ~c! OH550, ~d! HN600, ~e! OH750, and ~f! HN800: Average in (x1 ,x3) planes. ~Note: For
OH750, second pairing time and transition time are the same.!
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While Eq. ~21! showed that the strain effect would always be
negative, counteracting the positive vorticity effect, Fig. 13
shows that these two terms are of comparable magnitude for
the OH750 and HN600 layers, and indeed for all layers.
Considering the RMS, whereas for the OH layers the source
terms dominate, followed closely by „(„p/r), in the HN
layers, it is generally „(„p/r) that tends to be the largest;
this difference between the OH and HN systems is attributed
to the stronger coupling between p and r for the latter system
which manifests itself by considerable departures from a per-
fect gas and an ideal mixture. This coupling is in the magni-
tudes of „p and „~1/r! and not in their directions, as the
probability density functions ~PDFs! of cos(„p,„(1/r)) in
Fig. 14 show that all layers have similar alignments, with „p
and „~1/r! being most likely counter-aligned or aligned.
b. Budget of z iz i . The evolution of (z iz i)/2 @Eq. ~22!# is
the result of the source term (2zTSz) and the flux term
$2z„@(„j2)/r#%; the planar averages of these terms are
FIG. 12. (1/A)(dA/dt) at the respective transitional states: ~a! average and ~b! RMS in (x1 ,x3) planes for all layers listed in Table IV.
FIG. 13. Budget of DSkk /Dt at the respective transitional states for ~a! and ~b! OH750 and ~c! and ~d! HN600: ~a! and ~c! averages and ~b! and ~d! RMS in
(x1 ,x3) planes.
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shown in Fig. 15. The two terms are seen to counteract each
other, being positive and negative, on average, while having
similar magnitudes. The negative sign of the average $2z
„@(„j2)/r#% is due to the counteracting effect of j2 on z:
If z increases ~decreases!, so does j2 , which hinders the z
increase ~decrease!. The (2z iz jSi j) plot in Fig. 15 shows
that the HN800 layer is significantly more active than the
other layers, with the least activity observed for the OH500
and OH550 layers, similar to the findings for (1/A)
3(dA/dt). The location of the (1/A)(dA/dt) peak for
HN800 correlates to that of (2z iz jSi j), although the curves
have drastically different profiles. To further inquire into the
sign of the (2zTSz) values, we calculated the PDF of
cos~z,Sz!, illustrated in Fig. 16, which shows that anti-
alignment and alignment are the most likely orientations, al-
though the HN800 layer has a local minor peak in the PDF
where z and Sz are nearly perpendicular. For all layers,
cos~z,Sz! is more likely to be negative than positive, i.e., the
angle between z and Sz is mostly between p/2 and 3p/2; this
explains why (2z iz jSi j) is positive on average.
c. Budget of (2z iz jSi j). To assess the relative impor-
tance of the terms in Eq. ~23!, depicted in Figs. 17 and 18 are
the homogenous-plane averages and RMS, respectively, of
the terms for all layers. Most of the activity occurs on the
light fluid side of the layer, whether for the average or for the
RMS. Compared to the C7H16– N2 layers, the average and
RMS are for O2 – H2 layers one and two orders of magnitude
smaller, respectively, indicating a more subdued activity.
Consistent with the (1/A)(dA/dt) results, the HN800 layer is
the most active. On average ~Fig. 17!, the largest magnitude
terms are 2uSzu2 and 12uv3zu2, followed by uDTzu2 and by
2zS„@(„j2)/r# which is mostly negative. The negative
effect of the flux term can be traced to the fact that if z is
amplified ~attenuated! by compression ~stretching! from
strain, diffusion is promoted ~hindered!, counteracting the
effect of z amplification ~attenuation!. Generally, on average
the strain term balances the rotational term while the mass
flux term counteracts the convective term; on average, each
pair of terms has comparable magnitude and similar location
of peaks. The next term in decreasing importance is
z iz j]/]x j@(1/r)(]p/]xi)# which is mostly negative, except
near the edge of the layer on the light fluid side. Finally, the
smallest term in the budget is that associated with the vis-
cous stresses. This ordering of the viscous and „p terms is
similar to that for the Sii equation ~Fig. 13!. For the RMS
~Fig. 18!, the viscous term is always smallest, as was ob-
served for the corresponding term in the Sii equation ~Fig.
13!. For all layers, of the source terms, 2uSzu2 has the largest
RMS values, followed by 12uv3zu2 and uDTzu2. Also for all
layers, the flux term RMS is larger than that of uDTzu2; the
flux term is also smaller than the strain and vorticity terms,
except for some locations in the OH layers. In contrast to the
RMS for OH layers, for HN layers the pressure term is domi-
nant ~except near the layer edges where it may be superseded
by strain and vorticity effects! while for OH layers it is close
in magnitude to the smallest, viscous, term and much smaller
than the dominant strain term. The dominance of the pressure
term in the RMS for HN layers is similar to that observed for
the Sii equation ~Fig. 13!, but seems to be enhanced in the
(2z iz jSi j) budget. Superimposing braid and between-the-
FIG. 14. Probability density functions of cos@„p,„(1/r)# at the respective
transitional states for all layers listed in Table IV. For points within the layer
(0.005<Y 2<0.995).
FIG. 15. Budget of D(zkzk)/Dt at the respective transitional states ~a! (2z iz jSi j), ~b! 2z i]/]xi@(1/r)(] j2k /]xk)#: Averages in (x1 ,x3) planes for all layers
listed in Table IV.
FIG. 16. Probability density function of cos~z,Sz! at the respective transi-
tional states for all layers listed in Table IV. For points within the layer
(0.005<Y 2<0.995).
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braid contour plots of u„ru, u„pu and zz„(„p/r) led to the
conclusion that whereas in the C7H16– N2 layers the regions
of zz„(„p/r) activity coincided with the overlap of the
significant u„pu with the HDGM regions, no such behavior
existed for the O2 – H2 layers. The PDFs of the cosines of the
angles between z, „p and „~1/r!, depicted in Figs. 14 and
19, show that for all layers, z and „~1/r! are overwhelmingly
likely to be counter-aligned, while z and „p are most likely
aligned or counter-aligned and „p and „~1/r! are most likely
counter-aligned or aligned. Furthermore, the PDFs are simi-
lar for OH and HN layers, precluding the possibility that the
large RMS values of zz„(„p/r) for HN layers are due to
their having stronger z, „p and „~1/r! alignments than do
OH layers. Considering that for the (p ,T) conditions of the
FIG. 17. Budget of D(2z iz jSi j)/Dt at the respective transitional states for ~a! OH500, ~b! HN500, ~c! OH550, ~d! HN600, ~e! OH750, and ~f! HN800:
averages in (x1 ,x3) planes.
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O2 – H2 layers both fluids are quite close to perfect gases11
compared to the C7H16– N2 layers where strong departures
from perfect gas behavior are exhibited,9,10 the large contri-
bution of zz„(„p/r) to the (2z iz jSi j) RMS is attributed to
the strong p coupling with r through the real gas EOS.
Thus, for these specific OH and HN flows, viscous ef-
fects on Sii evolution @Eq. ~21!# and on (2z iz jSi j) evolution
@Eq. ~23!# are on average negligible. Mass flux effects de-
crease both (2z iz jSi j) and (zkzk). In the (zkzk) evolution
@Eq. ~22!#, the mass flux effects balance (2z iz jSi j), being
on average of similar magnitude but negative, while
(2z iz jSi j) is on average positive. Mass flux effects are also
significant in the (2z iz jSi j) evolution, where they counter-
act the strain effect which always increases (2z iz jSi j); on
FIG. 18. Budget of D(2z iz jSi j)/Dt at the respective transitional states for ~a! OH500, ~b! HN500, ~c! OH550, ~d! HN600, ~e! OH750, and ~f! HN800: RMS
in (x1 ,x3) planes.
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average, these are the two largest magnitude terms. For the
Sii evolution, vorticity and strain effects, which have oppos-
ing signs, have on average similar magnitudes; the same is
observed for vorticity and deformation effects in
(2z iz jSi j) evolution. While on average, pressure effects are
small for all layers, the RMS reveals substantially more ac-
tivity in HN layers than in OH layers. The RMS of the pres-
sure term in both the Sii and (2z iz jSi j) equations exceeds
only the viscous term for OH layers, while for HN layers, it
tends to be the dominant term. Alignments of z, „p and
„~1/r! were similar for all layers, therefore the greater activ-
ity for HN layers was attributed to stronger coupling between
regions having large magnitudes of these terms, due to real
gas behavior and mixture nonideality.
4. Vorticity–mass-fraction-gradient scalar product
Complementary to the strain-based analysis just pre-
sented is the inquiry into fluid-front area production through
interaction of vorticity and mass fraction gradient.15 Figure
20 shows the ~vz! average and RMS, as well as the uvu and
uzu averages. The low average value of ~vz! compared to
that of its RMS, as well as to the values of uvu and uzu, sug-
gests regions of significant positive and negative activity
which globally cancel each other. Similar to the (1/A)
3(dA/dt) results ~Fig. 12!, HN800 displays the most activ-
ity, while OH500 and OH550 display the least. Since ~vz!
displays features different from uvu and uzu, this motivated an
FIG. 19. Probability density functions of ~a! cos~z,„~1/r!! and ~b! cos(z,„p) at the respective transitional states for all layers listed in Table IV. For points
within the layer (0.005<Y 2<0.995).
FIG. 20. ~vz! at the respective transitional states: ~a! Average ~vz!, ~b! RMS ~vz!, ~c! average uvu and ~d! average uzu, in (x1 ,x3) planes for all layers listed
in Table IV.
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investigation of the v to z alignment @whose effect also ap-
pears in Eq. ~23!#, which is presented in Sec. III D 5.
To inquire into the processes responsible for the evolu-
tion of ~vz!, an equation for it was derived from Eqs. ~2!
and ~3!, yielding
D
Dt ~vz!52~vz!~„u!2vF„S 1r „j2D G
2zF„S 1r D3„pG1zF„3S 1r „t% D G . ~27!
In Eq. ~27!, the first term in the right hand side represents the
effect of dilatation, the second term is due to species mass
diffusion, the third term is due to the baroclinic contribution,
and the last one represents the viscous effects. ~The evolution
of v has previously been studied;10,11 the divergence and
baroclinic terms were found to be secondary, but significant,
in magnitude.! Displayed in Fig. 21 are averages and RMS
of the D(vz)/Dt budgets of the OH750 and HN600 layers;
equivalent plots for the other layers ~not shown! are similar.
Locally in x2 /dv ,0 , viscous and species mass flux effects
dominate both the average and RMS, with dilatation and
baroclinic-induced contributions being minimal and negli-
gible, respectively. This means that locally in x2 /dv ,0 , ~vz!
reflects the nonideality of the mixture through the species
mass flux, in which the term }aD is largest in Eq. ~7!.10,11
However, if V is the volume of the entire domain, lengthy
mathematics leads from Eq. ~27! to
E
V
D
Dt ~vz!dV52EV~vz!~„u!dV , ~28!
so that it is clear that the dilatation is volumetrically the sole
feature influencing the variation of ~vz! in the entire do-
main. A consequence of Eq. ~28! is that if dV/dt50 ~as
herein!, then ](*V(vz)dV)/]t50, which makes this inte-
gral a time invariant for V .
Since orthogonality of v and z implies vz50, the con-
ceptual picture of Ruetsch and Ferziger15 that orthogonality
promotes area production can now be examined in light of
Eq. ~28!; the following discussion assumes that, in this pic-
ture, only the relative orientations of v and z change, not
their magnitudes. From Eq. ~20!, locally we require
(z iz jSi j)/(zkzk).„u in order to induce an increase in area.
Equation ~28! shows that, where „u.0, locally ~vz!,0
will increase itself, while ~vz!.0 will decrease itself; then
dilatation acts similar to a ‘‘restoring force,’’ always driving
v and z toward orthogonality, and consequently toward the
greatest decrease in (2z iz jSi j) according Eq. ~23!. From Eq.
~20!, if „u.0 and (2z iz jSi j).0, (1/A)(dA/dt).0 and
FIG. 21. Budget of D/Dt(vz) at the respective transitional states for ~a! and ~b! OH750 and ~c! and ~d! HN600: ~a! and ~c! averages and ~b! and ~d! RMS
in (x1 ,x3) planes.
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(1/A)(dA/dt) may remain positive despite the decrease in
(2z iz jSi j) because, according to Eq. ~22!, (2z iz jSi j).0
also increases (zkzk). On the other hand, where „u,0, lo-
cally ~vz!.0 will increase itself, while ~vz!,0 will de-
crease itself; then dilatation acts as an instability, driving v
and z away from orthogonality; from Eq. ~23!, the interaction
of v and z always decreases (2z iz jSi j) with the limiting
case of no change in (2z iz jSi j) when v and z are parallel.
From Eq. ~20!, if „u,0 and (2z iz jSi j),0, (1/A)
3(dA/dt),0; since (2z iz jSi j),0 decreases (zkzk) while
(2z iz jSi j) will decrease ~or remain unchanged!, area is de-
stroyed. If „u and (2z iz jSi j) have opposite signs, (1/A)
3(dA/dt) may be positive or negative depending on the
magnitudes of the two terms, and if positive may remain so
despite the decrease in (2z iz jSi j). Therefore, the conceptual
picture that orthogonality of v and z promotes area produc-
tion is not inconsistent with the equations, but clearly is an
oversimplification as it does not consider the coupling of v
and z with strain.
5. Alignment of mass fraction gradients, vorticity and
strain
Because according to Eq. ~23! the orthogonality of v and
z has a substantial effect on (2z iz jSi j), the PDF of cos~v,z!
is shown in Fig. 22. For all layers, the PDF exhibits a maxi-
mum for cos~v,z!50, i.e., for the vectors being perpendicu-
lar, similar to the findings of Ruetsch and Ferziger,15
although their results were obtained for the mixture fraction
computed as a passive scalar in incompressible homoge-
neous turbulence. All PDFs have a similar peak magnitude,
with the exception of the HN800 layer whose peak is con-
siderably higher, which coincides with the larger activity in
area production found from Fig. 12. However, in Fig. 20, the
HN800 layer also had the largest planar average and RMS
values of ~vz! ~i.e., nonorthogonal activity!. Thus, we could
not confirm the hypothesis of Ruetsch and Ferziger15 that the
orthogonality of v and z leads to maximal area production,
although the circumstantial evidence appears to support this
hypothesis.
Finally, we inquire whether v and z show a tendency to
align with the principal strain directions, by performing an
analysis similar to that of Ashurst et al.19 Here, the principal
strain rates ~strain matrix eigenvalues! are ordered as e1
<e2<e3 and the ~unit! eigenvector corresponding to e i is
denoted s i ~the s i vectors are orthogonal.!. The first invari-
ant of the strain matrix is I15Skk5e11e21e3 . In contrast
to the incompressible case where Skk50, e1<0 and e3>0,
in the present situation e11e21e3Þ0; however, e1 was
found to be almost exclusively negative whereas e3 was al-
most exclusively positive, which is similar to the incom-
pressible situation. For all layers, e2 is about twice as likely
to be positive than negative, with 61%–67% of the points in
the domain having positive e2 and the OH500 and OH550
layers having higher likelihood of positive e2 . Therefore, it
seems more likely for the flow to be stretched in the second
eigenvector direction. Since the orientation of the s i is arbi-
trary, the signs of cos(si ,v) and cos(si ,z) are not significant,
and therefore only their magnitude is here analyzed. The
PDFs of cos(si ,v) and cos(si ,z), calculated by considering
only the points within the layer (0.005<Y 2<0.995), are
presented in Fig. 23. Clearly, v is most likely to be aligned
with s2 ~similar to the low-pressure numerical results of Ko-
sovic´ et al.20 and the experimental results of Tao et al.21,22!
whereas z is most likely to be orthogonal with s2 , consistent
with the previous finding in Fig. 22 that v and z are most
likely to be orthogonal. On the other hand, although z is
more likely to be parallel to s1 than to s3 ~except for the
OH750 layer!, the most likely orientation is parallel to s1 for
the HN layers but at about 41° to s1 for the OH layers.
Noteworthy, the HN800 cos(s1 ,z) PDF has two peaks ~46°
and 0°! whereas all the other layers have only one peak. For
all layers, the cos(s3 ,z) PDF exhibits a peak around 0.65
~49°!, although the peak is very shallow for HN500 and
HN600. Thus, it seems that the flow is most likely to be
stretched in the direction of preferential v alignment that is
also the preferential direction of z orthogonality. This analy-
sis reveals that the aspect of the HN800 PDFs is much closer
to that of the OH layers than the other HN layers, consistent
with the smoother features common to OH and HN800 lay-
ers.
Therefore, whereas perpendicular ~v,z! and parallel
(v ,s2) seems to be the most likely alignment for all super-
critical layers, the most likely orientation of z with respect to
strain shows quite some variability depending on species
system and initial conditions. The preferential alignment of
v and s2 casts doubts on the use of eddy-viscosity-type sub-
grid models for large eddy simulation in adequately predict-
ing the turbulent mixing of supercritical fluids.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Databases obtained from direct numerical simulations of
binary-species supercritical temporal mixing layers were
compared to investigate the species-dependent aspects of su-
percritical turbulence. Simulations were performed for
O2 – H2 and C7H16– N2 layers, at approximately the same
reduced pressure of 2 with respect to the pure heavier species
and similar momentum ratios. The O2 – H2 mixture was as-
ymptotically close to ideal, whereas the C7H16– N2 mixture
experienced strong departures from ideality. Each layer had
the heavier species in the lower stream and the lighter spe-
FIG. 22. Probability density function of cos~v,z! at the respective transi-
tional states for all layers listed in Table IV. For points within the layer
(0.005<Y 2<0.995).
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cies in the upper stream, and was initially perturbed to ini-
tiate entrainment, roll-up and pairing so that it eventually
reached a transitional state. The database used in this study
consisted of three simulations each of the O2 – H2 and the
C7H16– N2 layer, and the initial conditions for the same bi-
nary species system differed by the initial vorticity-
thickness-based Reynolds number, the initial-perturbation
wavelength and the amplitude of the spanwise initial pertur-
bation.
Global characteristics of the six layers showed that the
momentum thickness and product thickness growth is sub-
stantially reduced for the O2 – H2 layers compared to the
C7H16– N2 ones, and that the levels of the positive spanwise
vorticity and the enstrophy for the O2 – H2 layers were also
diminished, indicating less turbulence activity. These results
are attributed to the much larger initial density stratification
of the O2 – H2 layers, which delays entrainment and pairing.
All layers displayed high density-gradient magnitude re-
gions at transition, which form due both to the distortion of
the initial density stratification boundary and to the mixing of
the species, and all layers exhibited high mass-fraction gra-
dient regions. For C7H16– N2 and O2 – H2 layers having the
same initial perturbations and momentum-thickness based
Reynolds numbers at transition, these regions are stronger
but narrower for C7H16– N2 ; this behavior was here attrib-
uted to the reduced solubility and mixture non-ideality when
compared to the O2 – H2 system. Most of the dissipation ~ir-
reversible entropy production! activity occurred in these high
density-gradient magnitude and high mass-fraction gradient
regions; however, the largest dissipation is located for the
O2 – H2 layers within regions originating from the distortion
of the original density stratification boundary, and for the
C7H16– N2 layers within regions created through mixing. The
maximum dissipation level is larger for the O2 – H2 layer,
consistent with the lower turbulence levels detected from the
global analysis. For all layers, the dissipation at transition
was dominated by the contribution from the species-mass
flux, with the contribution from viscous and thermal effects
FIG. 23. Probability density function of ~a!, ~c!, and ~e! cos(si ,v) and ~b!, ~d!, and ~f! cos(si ,z) at the respective transitional states for all layers listed in Table
IV. For points within the layer (0.005<Y 2<0.995).
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being much smaller. Thus, for supercritical mixing layers, we
identified structures ~high density-gradient and high mass-
fraction-gradient regions! and thermodynamic processes
~solubility and mixture ideality! that affect turbulence devel-
opment.
Directly related to fluid disintegration, the area produc-
tion of fluid fronts perpendicular to the mass fraction gradi-
ent was examined in a coordinate system moving with the
relative velocity between the front and the flow. Smaller
wavelength initial perturbations combined with larger initial
vorticity-thickness based Reynolds numbers led to enlarged
area creation, suggesting a possible strategy for the control of
area production. Area production for C7H16– N2 layers was
found to be larger than for the O2 – H2 layers, this being
attributed to the smaller initial density stratification of the
C7H16– N2 layers as well as to the manifestation of the
strong pressure–density coupling through the equation of
state, resulting from considerable departures from perfect gas
and ideal mixture behavior. This coupling manifested itself
through greater coincidence of regions of significant magni-
tude of the pressure and density gradients. These findings
highlight the importance of real gas thermodynamics in the
modeling of supercritical turbulent mixing. The distribution
of the strain–mass-fraction-gradient alignment differed
among the layers, but calculations of the vorticity–mass-
fraction-gradient alignment found orthogonality to be the
most likely orientation. The layer with the largest fluid-front
area production also had the highest probability of orthogo-
nal vorticity and mass-fraction gradients. These results were
not directly obvious from the budgets of various terms con-
tributing to the area production, since orthogonality between
vorticity and mass-fraction gradient reduces both the nu-
merator and the denominator of a ratio involved in the cal-
culation of the area production. Thus, the simple interpreta-
tion of Ruetsch and Ferziger15 regarding the role of vorticity
and mass fraction gradient orthogonality promoting area pro-
duction could not be directly confirmed here; rather the evi-
dence is of circumstantial nature. Finally, the finding that the
vorticity is aligned with the intermediate strain-rate direction
indicates that the use of eddy-viscosity-type subgrid models
for large eddy simulation is inadequate in predicting turbu-
lent mixing under supercritical conditions.
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